OASIS AMQP Bindings & Mappings Technical Committee
Minutes of the Bindings & Mappings Technical Committee
Tuesday, 29th of January, 2013

Chair(s)  Steve Huston

Members in Attendance:
Steve Huston  Individual  Matthew Arrott  Individual
Laurie Bryson  JPMorgan  Rob Godfrey  JPMorgan
William Henry  Red Hat  David Ingham  Microsoft
Alex Kritikos  Software AG, Inc.  Shawn McAllister  Solace Systems
Dale Moberg  Axway Software  Andreas Moravec  Deutsche Boerse
Rafi Schloming  Red Hat  Jakub Sholz  Deutsche Boerse
Gordon Sim  Red Hat  Wolfe Tombe  US DHS
Agenda

1. Call to Order and Welcome
2. Roll Call
3. Volunteer for Note Taking
4. Approve Agenda
5. Approve minutes from January 15, 2013 meeting
6. Progress on Websockets (David Ingham)
7. Progress on SCTP (Matthew Arrott)
8. Progress on SOAP (John O’Hara)
9. Progress on JMS (Rob Godrfrey)
10. OpenMAMA/AMQP (William Henry)
11. Any other business
12. Adjourn
Notes:

1. **Welcome and call to order**  
   Meeting opened at 10:03am EST. We have a new member: Mr. Allan Cornish from INETCO Systems Ltd.

2. **Roll Call**  
   As noted above and updated on the roster. Meeting is quorate.

3. **Minutes**  
   Steve Huston volunteered to take the minutes.

4. **Approve agenda**  
   There were no objections to the published agenda.

5. **Approve minutes from January 15, 2013 meeting**  
   Approved without dissent.

6. **Progress on Websockets (David Ingham)**  
   David will get this effort started this week.

7. **Progress on SCTP (Matthew Arrott)**  
   SCTP presentation by Randall Stewart postponed until February 12.  
   Further technical discussion later (see below).

8. **Progress on SOAP (John O’Hara)**  
   John O’Hara was not in attendance.

9. **Progress on JMS (Rob Godfrey)**  
   JPMorgan legal has still not responded to Laurie Bryson’s request for guidance on next steps to contribute JPMorgan’s previous JMS-related work to OASIS.  
   Rob Godfrey started a doodle poll to find a convenient meeting time for those interested in JMS. He also started a wiki area to clarify scope and start working out some details of the mapping at https://wiki.oasis-open.org/amqp-bindmap/JMSMapping

10. **OpenMAMA/AMQP (William Henry)**
William approached Glenn Clements from NYX about joining OASIS and contributing to the payload mapping effort.

11. Any other business
David Ingham and Rob Godfrey reminded the group that the AMQP face-to-face meeting intended for the week of February 18, 2013 in Redmond, WA is still on. Further details should be forthcoming by the end of this week.

Further technical discussion about SCTP ensued, motivated by an email thread initiated by Rob Godfrey related to the appropriate way(s) to use SCTP associations and streams in the context of AMQP connections, sessions, and security. Rob Godfrey offered to summarize this discussion and put it on the wiki.

Rob asked if we should produce a “straw man” mapping for SCTP to then discuss further, or work on gathering requirements and use-cases for AMQP/SCTP. Steve and Shawn McAlister suggested requirements are foundational to this effort. Angus Telfer and Sanjay Aiyagari have been vocal about the need for SCTP in the past and so would have use cases but neither were in attendance; Steve will follow up with both.

Meeting was closed at 10:53am EST.

Next meeting will be Tuesday the 12\textsuperscript{th} of February, 2013.